
LOST AND FOUND
a series of paintings by Ronald Katz

Lost and Found is a visual amalgam of aspects of lost, stolen, destroyed or rediscovered art, extinct,
threatened and endangered species, and related matters of the environment. Unexpected and at times
dramatic juxtapositions are realized using varied means of representation, drawing, composition and color,
and ultimately resolved in a unified visual expression.

Lost and Found #3 (The Five Senses)

Featured prominently is a triple portrait of the composer, Claude Debussy and a painting by Matisse, formerly
confiscated by the Nazi regime, and contested by heirs of the original owner.

A trompe l’oeil effect includes translation into oil of one of the artist’s beach scene watercolors.
The worn hiking boots are in homage to Van Gogh.

The butterfly is a tribute to the artist's late friend, Irving Finkelstein, professor of Art History, and a lifelong
lepidopterist.

Included are various still life elements of fruit, flowers, shells and leaves, animals and birds.
*Another subtitle might be THE BEE STINGER, referring to the smallest, though perhaps not least important
detail in the painting.

Lost and Found #4

In addition to the aspects of art and nature, an element new to this series is encountered in this painting,
namely religion; specifically, quotes from Michelangelo’s drawing of Hamen from the Old Testament, and El
Greco’s Assumption from the New Testament. (Note:  this is not an affirmation of religion as much as it is a
response to dramatic imagery in an aesthetic sense.)

The endangered species include an Amur Tiger, Secretary Bird and Eastern Coral Snake (note: that bird is a
predator of African snakes such as cobras, not the North American one represented here). The extinct species
is represented by a dinosaur footprint, and a quote from the Chauvet Cave paintings shows an extinct bovine,
the Aurox. The artist, not yet extinct, makes an appearance here too.

Lost and Found # 5  (Mountains and Sea)

This large canvas, one of the artist’s most complex, and in continuation of the mode of the series, juxtaposes
art historical material with nature and the personal.
Michelangelo’s recently restored Prophet Daniel, Rodin’s penultimate head of Balzac and Picasso’s papier-
colle’ HEAD shares space with Cezanne’s obsession with Mont St. Victoire, the artist painting the mountains at
Snowbird, Utah and climbing in the Cape Province, A Caribbean beach, a portrait of Donna , a seagull and a
Sunbird (homage to Martin Johnson Heade), insects, a shell and oak leaf,  interspersed with a trompe-l'oeil
effect of Cezannes apples in the still life array. Finally, completing the group of heads, is a skull of one of our
extinct ancestors, Australopithecus Boisei.

This work is as much about the act of painting as it is about the subject matter at hand.


